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Paris Convention Centre
1 Place de la Porte de Versailles,
75015 Paris, France
Saturday, 17 September 2022

The Meeting will take place in Room N02 (Third floor) of the Paris Convention Centre (Hall 7).

08:30 Welcome Coffee

09:00 Welcome

- **Pascale Ehrenfreund**, President, International Astronautical Federation (IAF)
- **Sophie Primas**, Chairwoman of the Senate Committee on Economic Affairs and of the Senate Working Group on Space, Senate of France, IAC 2022 Host Country
- **Dominique Tilmans**, IAF VP for Parliamentarian and Ministerial Relations and User Communities and Master of Ceremony of the 12th IAF MMOp Meeting
- **Philippe Baptiste**, President of the Centre National d’Études Spatiales (CNES), Space Agency of the IAC 2022 Host Country
- **Soltan Mammadov**, Chair of the Working Group for the Azerbaijani-French Inter-parliamentary Relations, Parliament of Azerbaijan, IAC 2023 Host Country

09:45 Session 1: Space for Public Services Sustainability – Rural Environments vs. Cities

*Presentation and Moderation by Frederic Nordlund, Head of the European and External Relations Department of the European Space Agency (ESA)*

*Intervention by Ministers and Members of Parliaments*

- **Susan Close**, Deputy Premier of South Australia, Government of South Australia
- **Niklas Nienass**, Member of the Committee on Industry, Research and Energy, European Parliament

“Sustainability for and through Europe’s space sector”
Ministry and Parliamentary Programme

- **Sophie Primas**, Chairwoman of the Senate Committee on Economic Affairs and of the Senate Working Group on Space, Senate of France “The Role of the Space Sector in the Energy Transition”
- **Sarah Ryglewski**, Minister of State in the Chancellery Coordinator of Federal-State Relations, and Member of the Parliament of Germany “Space for tackling Climate Change and Climate Adaption – Perspective from Germany”
- **Klaus-Peter Willsch**, Chairperson of the Aerospace Group, Parliament of Germany

**Roundtable Discussion**

10:45 Session 2: *Space for Disaster and Security Management*

*Presentation and Moderation by Giorgio Saccoccia, President, Italian Space Agency (ASI)*

*Intervention by Ministers and Members of Parliaments*

- **Vugar Bayramov**, Member of Committee for Economic Policy, Industries and Enterprising, Parliament of Azerbaijan
- **Sérgio Freitas De Almeida**, Vice-Minister, Ministry of Science, Technology and Innovations of Brazil “Space for Natural Disaster Risk Management in Brazil”
- **Nompendulo Thobile Mkhatshwa**, Chairperson for the Portfolio Committee on Higher Education, Science and Innovation, Parliament of South Africa
- **Claude Raynal**, Senator of the Haute-Garonne, Senate of France

**Roundtable Discussion**
11:45 Session 3: How to Engage Public, Policy/Decision Makers, and Media in Space

Presentation and Moderation by Philippe Baptiste, President of the Centre National d’Études Spatiales (CNES)

Intervention by Ministers and Members of Parliaments

- Javier Joaquín López Casarín, Member of Parliament, Parliament of Mexico
- Frieda Gijbels, Member, Parliament of Belgium
- Zeynep Yildiz, Member of Parliament, Parliament of Turkey
  “How to engage Public, Policy/Decision Makers and Media in Space”
- Jesús Roberto Briano Borunda, Member of Parliament, Parliament of Mexico
- Bogusław Wontor, Chairman of the Polish Space Group, Parliament of Poland
  “Importance of Earth Observation for increasing efficiency of public administration”
- Mehmet Fatih Kacır, Vice-Minister, Ministry of Industry and Technology of Turkey

Roundtable Discussion

12:45 Closing Remarks

- Sophie Primas, Chairwoman of the Senate Committee on Economic Affairs and of the Senate Working Group on Space, Senate of France, IAC 2022 Host Country
- Dominique Tilmans, IAF VP for Parliamentarian and Ministerial Relations and User Communities and Master of Ceremonies of the 12th IAF MOP Event
13:00 Adjourn and Group Picture

13:05 Lunch Break

14:00 12th IAF MMOP Event Press Conference (upon request by MMOP Participants)

19:00 IAF International Meeting for Ministers and Members of Parliaments Cocktail and Dinner
(Brasserie La Coupole - 102 bd du Montparnasse – 75014 Paris)

Sunday, 18 September 2022

08:30 - 09:15 VIP Gathering
   Room TBD (IAC 2022 venue)

09:30 – 11:00 IAC 2022 Opening Ceremony
   Paris Hall, Third Floor (Paris Convention Centre) – Reserved VIP Seats for the MMOPs

11:15 – 12:15 Opening of the IAC 2022 Exhibition and VIP Tour
   • Gathering at the entrance of the Exhibition Hall
   • Opening and Tour through the Exhibition

12:30 – 13:30 VIP Luncheon – Terminal 7 (Paris Convention Centre)

13:45 – 15:15 Plenary Event 1: Heads of Space Agencies
   Paris Hall, Third Floor (Paris Convention Centre)

15:15 – 18:00 Free time to visit the Exhibition and attending the IAF GNFs Sessions
Ministry and Parliamentary Programme

18:15 – 19:15 Plenary Event 2: Space4all: Space for all the Inhabitants of Planet Earth
   Paris Hall, Third Floor (Paris Convention Centre)

19:30 – 22:30 IAC 2022 Welcome Reception – Paris Convention Centre

Monday, 19 September 2022

08:00 - 08:45 Industry Breakfast sponsored by Nanoracks
   Terminal 7 (Paris Convention Centre)

09:00 – 10:00 Plenary Event 3: The Value of Low Earth Orbit in the Next Decade
   Paris Hall, Third Floor (Paris Convention Centre)

10:00 – 12:30 Free time to visit the Exhibition and attending the IAF GNFs Sessions and other portions of the IAC 2022 Programme

12:30 – 13:30 VIP Luncheon – Terminal 7 (Paris Convention Centre)

15:30 – 17:00 Private guided visit to the French Senate
   Transfer will be provided from the convention centre and back
Address Information

Recommended Hotel: **Courtyard by Marriott Paris Porte de Versailles**  
5 Rue Ernest Renan, 92130 Issy-les-Moulineaux

MMoP and IAC Venue: **Paris Convention Centre – Room N02**  
1 Place de la Porte de Versailles, 75015 Paris, France

MMoP Dinner: **Brasserie La Coupole**  
102 bd du Montparnasse – 75014 Paris